
Preparing graphics for the Lighthouse CPM-100 
 
 
The following tips highlight the key elements required for preparing single colour and multi-colour images for printing and 
cutting on the Lighthouse CPM-100. 
 
Lighthouse for Max software can accept a number of file formats including Windows Metafile (wmf), JPEG Bitmap (jpeg), 
CompuServe Bitmap (gif) and TIFF Bitmap (tiff).  For best results we recommend that images should originate from a 
vectored (line) format and exported as a Windows Metafile (wmf). 

 
Note: Only wmf files that originated as a vectored image can be cut on the CPM-100. 
 
 
Preparing vectored images for single colour printing/cutting.  

 
• Make sure the image is a single layer i.e. If your image has a white layer sat on top of another colour, then these 

two layers will need merging together so the white areas are cut out of the underlying colour. 
 

• Change the colour of the image to RGB black or to a solid colour value. This will ensure the image prints as a solid 
colour. If this is not altered the image may print as a half-tone (dithered). 

 
Lighthouse for Max is able to detect coloured images within its pallet. These have to fall within the window set for 
each colour within the software. If you wish to export the files in the correct printing colour then we recommend you 
change the RGB values to ensure optimum print quality. 
 
 

Colour R G B 
    

White 255 255 255 
Black 0 0 0 
Yellow 255 255 0 
Green 0 255 0 
Red 255 0 0 
Blue 0 0 255 

Orange 255 102 0 
Grey 178 178 178 

Brown 153 102 51 
Purple 153 0 204 

  
 

• Export the file as a wmf. Your graphic software may ask whether you want to export as ‘Text’ or ‘Curves’. Always 
select ‘Curves’.  The image is now ready to be imported into Lighthouse for Max software. 
 
Note: Some graphic packages have a colour management system.  This process is for matching colours between 
different devices, such as scanners, digital cameras, printers and monitors. This facility needs to be set to ‘OFF’, so 
graphics are exported as true RGB colours. 

 
• To import, first create your label size.  Select the ‘Picture’ icon from the toolbar on the left side of the screen, and 

then click on the label.  An ‘Open’ window will appear. Select the folder that contains your image and open the file. 
Your image will appear on the screen.  You can now resize, choose whether to print &/or cut the image and if 
appropriate assign a colour. 
 

• Finally, double-click on the image this will open the ‘Image Property’ window. Select the ‘Value’ tab and click ‘Embed 
into Label’. This will embed your image into the label file. 

 
 
 
 



Preparing vectored images for Multi-colour printing/cutting. 
 
 

• Change the colour of the image to RGB black or to a solid colour value. This will ensure the image prints as a solid 
colour. If this is not altered the image may print as a half-tone (dithered). 

 
Lighthouse for Max is able to detect coloured images within its pallet. These have to fall within the window set for 
each colour within the software. If you wish to export the files in the correct printing colour then we recommend you 
change the RGB values to ensure optimum print quality. 
 
 

Colour R G B 
    

White 255 255 255 
Black 0 0 0 
Yellow 255 255 0 
Green 0 255 0 
Red 255 0 0 
Blue 0 0 255 

Orange 255 102 0 
Grey 178 178 178 

Brown 153 102 51 
Purple 153 0 204 

 
 

• Export the file as a wmf. Your graphic software may ask whether you want to export as ‘Text’ or ‘Curves’. Always 
select ‘Curves’.  The image is now ready to be imported into Lighthouse for Max software. 
 
Note: Some graphic packages have a colour management system.  This process is for matching colours between 
different devices, such as scanners, digital cameras, printers and monitors. This facility needs to be set to ‘OFF’, so 
graphics are exported as true RGB colours. 

 
• To import, first choose create your label size.  Select the ‘Picture’ icon from the toolbar on the left side of the screen, 

and then click on the label.  An ‘Open’ window will appear. Select the folder that contains your image and open the 
file. Your image will appear on the screen.  You can now resize, choose whether to print &/or cut the image and if 
appropriate assign a colour. 
 

• Finally, double-click on the image this will open the ‘Image Property’ window. Select the ‘Value’ tab and click ‘Embed 
into Label’. This will embed your image into the label file. 

 
 
 

Note: When importing a multi coloured file Lighthouse for Max is unable to ungroup the image into its individual colours. 
If this is required then each coloured element should be exported individually. Once you have imported all the colour 
elements these will require resizing and positioning. 


